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We introduce the naive notion of a relative open book decomposition for contact
3-manifolds with torus boundary. We then use this to construct nice, minimal genus
open book decompositions compatible with all of the universally tight contact struc-
tures (as well as a few others) on torus-bundles overS1, following Honda’s classi-
fication. In an accurate sense, we find Stein fillings of ‘half’of the torus bundles.
In addition, these give the first examples of open books compatible with contact
structures without Stein fillings. We construct open books compatible with the uni-
versally tight contact structures on circle bundles over higher genus surfaces, as
well, following a pattern introduced by a branched coveringof B4. Some interest-
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In 2000, Emmanuel Giroux began discussing a powerful relationship be-
tween the contact geometry of a 3-manifold and the topology of its fibered links. An
idea first hinted at by a construction of Thurston and Winkelnmper [32], showing
that every fibration on a fibered link (that is, every open bookdecomposition) car-
ries a contact structure. That the converse was also true wasshow in work of Torisu,
through the study of contact Heegaard splittings. Such relationships between geom-
etry and fibrations are paralleled in 4-dimensional symplectic manifolds in the work
of Donaldson [2] and Gompf [18] interrelating symplectic structures and Lefschetz
fibrations or pencils. In fact, for important examples symplectic manifoldsX4 with
suitable compatible Lefschetz fibrations induce contact structures and compatible
open book decompositions on their boundary 3-manifolds. Unlike the picture in
4-dimensions, Giroux’s uniting of these ideas also included a description of howall
open books compatible with a given contact structure must berelated.
It is this completeness that makes the Giroux correspondence so powerful.
It has led to the characterization of monodromies for tight contact structures as
Right-Veeringby Honda, Kazez and Matić [23] and to the Ozsv́ath-Szab́o contact
invariant in Heegaard Floer Homology [30], used to great fluency by Ghiggini,
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Lisca and Stipsicz [12], finishing Wu’s classification [36] of tight contact structures
on small Seifert-fibered spaces. More generally, it has beenus d to prove Property
P and the surgery characterizations of the trefoil and figure8 knots.
However, with all of the great theoretical implications, a relative few good
examples are known. Using a trick of Akbulut and Ozbagci [1],one can turn any
Legendrian surgery diagram into an open book decomposition. These often end up
quite complicated and difficult to utilize. One measure of such complexity is in the
minimal genus[7]. Knowing that your contact structure is compatible withan open
book whose pages have genus 0 (so called, planar open books) give very strong
constraints on the types of symplectic fillings it might admit. Etnyre [5] showed any
filling must be negative definite. Further, the HF-contact invariant must be reducible
[29]. It is still unclear (though potentially very useful) what higher genus might tell
us. Minimal genus examples have been constructed by Schönenberger [31] for
Lens spaces, using a technique known asrolling up a diagram. This technique has
proved useful in constructing examples on graph manifolds as well [8]. However,
until this paper, all known examples of open book decompositions compatible with
tight contact structures use Stein-fillability to show tighness.
We construct genus 1 open book decompositions compatible with every uni-
versally tight contact structure on torus- and circle-bundles. Most of these have pos-
itive Giroux torsion and so do not admit strong (and hence Stein) fillings, though all
of the universally tight contact torus bundles are at least weakly fillable. The open
books also give us good information about the fillability of these contact manifolds.
We use our examples to prove that roughly ‘half’ of these manifolds admit Stein
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fillings. Further, knowing these examples are genus 1 allowsus to give suggestive
evidence that some of these contact structures do not admit Stein fillings–we find
open book decompositions whose monodromy cannot have a positive factorization.
We provide examples of open books that are weakly but not strongly fillable as well
as strongly but not Stein fillable (c.f. Section 4.7).
To do this, we introduce the relatively weak notion of a relative open book:
an open book decomposition on a manifold with torus boundary. We prove the nec-
essary compatibility and gluing theorems, and then construct an open book decom-
position compatible with Honda’sbasic slice. From this, the rest of the examples
for closed torus bundles are relatively straightforward, especially after a particularly
nice relationship to the braid group on two letters is established. This parallels the
behavior of basic slices nicely and adds a solid computationl handle that was not
as obvious before.
We finish in chapter 6 with by using branched coverings ofB4 to construct
Stein-fillable open book decompositions ofS1 ×Σ for higher genus surfaces. Once
we have a few examples, it becomes straightforward to build open book decomposi-
tions compatible with all of the universally tight contact structures on circle bundles
overΣ. We conjecture that these are also minimal genus, although the author hasn’t





We will assume a basic knowledge of the theory of contact structu es (for
a good introduction see [6] [28]). All manifolds will be oriented, all contact struc-
tures positive and coorientable. Unless otherwise noted, all manifolds will also be
compact. For background on 4-manifolds and symplectic topology see [18], [27],
[28].
2.2 Open Book Decompositions
We say an oriented link is nicely fibered if there isanyfibration of the com-
pliment where the closure of a fiber is a Seifert surface for the link. While this
implies the existence of an open book decomposition, we use the la ter term when
referring to a particular fibration, rather than just the link itself. There are two ways
of describing an open book:embeddedandabstract.
Definition 2.2.1 (Embedded Version). By anopen book decompositionob of a 3-
manifoldM , we mean an oriented linkL ⊂M and a fibrationπ : M\L→ S1. We
require that this fibration be ‘nice’ in that the closure of every fiber,Cl(π−1(p)),
p ∈ S1 is a Seifert surface forL. The linkL is called thebindingof the open book
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and the closure of each fiberCl(π−1(p)) is called apage.
Definition 2.2.2 (Abstract Version). An open book decompositionis a pair(Σ, φ)
whereΣ is a bordered surface and the monodromyφ ∈ Aut+ is an orientation
preserving automorphism ofΣ. We require thatφ restricts to the identity on a
neighborhood of the boundary∂Σ.
Note that any embedded open book also gives an abstract open bok decom-
position. The converse is not entirely true, as an abstract open book only determines
an embedded open bookup to isomorphism. We may choose a particular embed-
ding by first forming the mapping torusΣ× I/ ((x, 1) = (φ(x), 0)) given byφ. We
may then form the closed manifoldM = Σ ×φ S1 ∪ nS1 × D2, filling in each
boundary component by gluing in a solid torus. Sinceφ restricts to the identity
near the∂Σ, there is a natural decomposition of each component of∂Σ×φ S1, into
S1 × S1 given by the fiber and verticalS1 directions. That is, underφ, every point
p ∈ ∂Σ traces out a factorS1 in aT 2 component of∂Σ×φ S1. We glue so that this
circle bounds a disk inS1 × D2. The other factor is given by a component of∂Σ
and is glued to a longitude inS1 ×D2. These longitudes can be traced into the core
of the solid torus, extending the fibration to the fibered linkgiven by the cores of
the solid tori. Thislocal neighborhood of the bindingis shown in Figure 2.1. The
intuitive image to remember is a Rolodex, with the axis forming the binding of the
open book and the pages radiating outward just as the cards do.
We can arrive at this picture in a more concise way. Again, form the map-
ping torus given byφ, but now collapse out each vertical circlep × S1 in each of
5
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Figure 2.1:S1 × D2 neighborhood of the binding in an open book. The top and
bottom are identified.
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the boundary tori. This forms a smooth manifold, each boundary torus collapses to
a circle, the union of all forming the bindingL.
Examples. S3 has three very important open book decompositions with
bindings the unknot and the positive and negative Hopf linksH±. The fibration of
the unknotO is fairly easy to see: TakeS3 to beR3∪∞ with the unknot lying in the
y, z-plane. One fiber is the obvious disk bounded byO, also lying in they, z-plane.
To see the rest of the fibration, we think of blowing bubbles. Follow the disk as it
blows out into larger and larger bubbles. It ‘pops’ to get thedisk containing∞ in
they, z-plane (the compliment of our first disk). The fibration then wraps around
with larger bubbles shrinking back in. We can see this same fibration a different
way. There is a Heegaard splitting ofS3 into two solid tori,S1 andS2, whereS2
is a tubular neighborhood of the unknotO. OnS1 we have the fibration by disks
while onS2 the fibration is given by the standard neighborhood in Figure2.1 with
boundary a longitude. ThusS1 describes a mapping torus andS2 is the solid torus
filling in the binding.
The Hopf links have a slightly more interesting fibration which can also be
visualized. To begin, we describeS3 by starting with a tetrahedron and identifying
sides. Lete ande′ by two edges that do not share a vertex. Then at each ofe ande′,
a pair of edges meet. We identify these edges, think of fanning out the tetrahedron
to glue the left and right sides to get a thickened disk, and then wrapping the top
around to meet the bottom. This indeed givesS3. (One can see the genus one
Heegaard splitting by slicing along a square separatinge ande′. The square glues
up into a torus and each component of the compliment glues up to be (the interior
7
Figure 2.2: Fibration insideS3 with binding the positive Hopf linkH+. The top and
bottom faces, and front and back faces are identified in constructingS3. Adjacent,
a single fiber is shown, a half-twisted band with oriented boundary.
of) a solid torus.) The two fibrations are constructed by taking a band connecting
e to e′ with edges on opposite sides of the tetrahedron, as in Figure2.2. All 4
edges are identified when formingS3 and the band glues up to become an (twisted)
annulus. Depending on which opposing pair of edges are chosen wh n building the
band, the edgese ande′ glue up to form eitherH+ orH−. The abstract open books
for bothH+ andH− are shown in Figure 2.3.
2.3 Murasugi Sum and Hopf Stabilization
While Murasugi sum is an operation on embedded fibered links, for ease
we give only the abstract definition. Given two open books(Σi, φi) on 3-manifolds
Mi and properly embedded arcsγi ⊂ Σi, for i = 1, 2 we form the Murasugi sum
(Σ, φ) = (Σ1, φ1)♮(Σ2, φ2) = (Σ1♮Σ2, ι1∗(φ2) ◦ ι2∗(φ2)) as follows. Each arcγi
has an rectangular neighborhoodRi with ∂R = ei, e′i, li, l
′
2 where the edgesei and
e′i are on∂Σi and the arcsli andl
′
i are parallel toγi. To form the new pageΣ1♮Σ2




Figure 2.3: Abstract descriptions of the open books forO andH±. The pages are
the disk and annulus (resp.) with monodromies given by Dehn twists about the
indicated curves.
preserving) map sending the edgese1 ande′1 to the arcsl2 andl
′
2 and similarlyl1,
l′1 to e2, e
′
2. There are inclusion mapsιi : Σi → Σ1♮Σ2 and we may construct an
automorphism of the new page by having eachφi act only onιi(Σi), with φ1 acting
first and thenφ2. This operation is symmetric but does depend on the choice ofarcs
γi. The ambient manifoldM for the Murasugi sum(Σ, φ) is independent of these
choices, however, and is homeomorphic to the connected sumM1#M2.
When(Σ2, φ2) is the open book given by the positive (resp. negative) Hopf
link in S3, we refer to the Murasugi sum operation as positive (resp. negative)
Hopf stabilizationor positive (resp. negative)Hopf plumbing. SinceM2 = S3,
this doesn’t change the ambient manifold. In this case, there is a more concrete
description of the Murasugi sum.Σ is given by adding a 1-handle toΣ1 andφ =
φ1 ◦Dγ whereDγ is a single positive (resp. negative) Dehn twist about any curve
on Σ dual to the 1-handle (that is,γ runs over the 1-handle exactly once). This
process can be reversed and is calledd stabilization. If (Σ, φ) is an open book
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where the monodromy can be writtenφ = φ1 ◦Dγ, one can simultaneously remove
the 1-handle and the Dehn twistDγ and again arrive at a new fibered knot or link
on the same manifold. In the interest of motivation we have the following theorem,
proved by Giroux and Goodman [16] using the theory of contactstructures.
Theorem 2.3.1(Harer’s Conjecture). Any fibered knot inS3 can be obtained from
the unknot by a sequence of positive and negative Hopf stabiliz tions.
2.4 Compatibility and Giroux’s Theorem
For some time now, connections between the world of open bookdecompo-
sitions have been found. A first indication was given by a construction by Thurston
and Winkelnkemper showing how to assign a contact structureto an open book
decomposition. Using later terminology, they show that anyopen bookcarries a
contact structure. We say that a contact structureξ and an open book decomposition
ob on a 3-manifold arecompatible(or the open bookcarries the contact structure)
if there exists a contact formα for ξ that restricts to a primitive form on each page of
ob. Later work of Giroux [15] would show that this is true for anycontact structure.
This interplay of contact geometry and topology closely mirrors a similar pairing
in 4-dimensions between symplectic structures and Lefschetz fibrations and pencils
(c.f. Section 5).
Theorem 2.4.1(Thurston-Winkelnkemper [32]). Every open book decomposition
ob of a 3-manifoldM carries a contact structure. Further, any two contact struc-
tures compatible withob are contact isotopic.
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Proof. We prove this in two stages, beginning with the easier ‘existnce’ construc-
tion. Since compatibility is invariant under isomorphism (of both contact structure
and open book) we use the abstract definition and build a contat structure in parts,
first constructing a compatible contact structure on the mapping torus of the open
book. One can then show how to patch in a standard solid torusS1 × D2, though
we will postpone this step as it is a corollary of a later lemma.
To that end, let(Σ, φ) be the abstract fiber and monodromy of the open
bookob onM . Let M̄ be the mapping torus ofφ andπ : M̄ → S1 be the bundle
projection. Lett be the coordinate onS1 and, by abuse of notation, letd = π∗(dt).
(This will form the vertical component of the contact form.)For the horizontal
component, choose coordinates(r, θ) on each[−1, 0] × S1 end ofΣ where∂Σ =
{0}×S1. Consider the set of primitive 1-forms onΣ which, are given by(1+ r)dθ
in these coordinates. This set is non-empty and convex. (Forexample, letΩ be a
volume form onΣ given bydr ∧ dθ on the ends and total area|∂Σ|. Let α be any
1-form modeled by(1 + r)dθ on the ends. Then the 2-formΩ− dα is 0 on the ends
of Σ and is additionally exact. WriteΩ − dα = dα′ whereα′ is a 1-form which is
0 on the ends ofΣ. Thenβ = α+ α′ satisfies our criterion.) For any suchβ, φ∗(β)
also satisfies these conditions and so we can form the 1-form on M̄
αK = σ(t)β + (1 − σ(t))φ
∗(β) +Kdt,
whereσ is some smooth, increasing step functionσ : [0, 1] → [0, 1], flat att = 0
andt = 1.
If K is large enough,αK is a contact form. Further,αK restricts to a primi-
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tive 1-form on each fiber and so determines a contact structure which is compatible
with the fibration on the mapping torus. It is possible (though we will postpone
the details for now) to extend the contact structure in a way which is compatible
with the open book decomposition. For now, we will say only that there is a suit-
able standard neighborhood of a transverse curve that is used to extend the contact
structure across theS1 ×D2s.
To show that any two compatible contact structures are contat isotopic we
need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.2.Letπ : M → S1 be a fiber bundle andα a contact form that restricts
to a primitive 1-form on each fiber ofπ. Letdt be the pullback of any line form on
S1. Then for anyK > 0 the formαK = α+Kdt is a contact form onM .
Proof. The proof is an explicit calculation, noting thatdt is closed and thatdt∧ dα
is a volume form forM (ker(dα) and∂/∂t both point out positively transverse to
the fibers). We havedαK = dα and soαK ∧ dαK = α ∧ dα+Kdt ∧ dα > 0.
We need a slightly more careful assessment for the uniqueness result on an
open book.
Lemma 2.4.3.Let ob be an open book decomposition of a 3-manifoldM andα a
compatible contact form. Choose coordinates(θ, r, ρ) ∈ S1 × D2 on (each com-
ponent of) a neighborhoodν(L) of the binding and assumeα restricts to 1-form
fdθ on each pageρ = c of the open book. There there is a smooth 1-formτ onM
satisfying
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1. On the compliment of a tubular neighborhood of the binding, τ can be given
as the pullback of a volume form onS1 underπ.
2. Onν(L), τ = g(r)dρ whereg(r) is a smooth step function modeled byr2
nearr = 0 and byr = 1 near∂ν(L) and withg′(r) > 0.
For anyK > 0, α +Kτ is a contact form that restricts to a primitive form on the
interior of every page ofob.
To prove the ‘uniqueness’ portion of Theorem 2.4.1, letα0 andα1 be two
contact forms compatible withob. We construct a homotopy of contact formsαs
between them and apply Gray’s theorem. The associated contact structures are thus
contact isotopic. The homotopy is constructed in three segments (and is through
forms compatible withob). We may need to first normalize eachαi nearL to be of
the form given in Lemma 2.4.3.
1. From s = 0 to s = 1/3 we take the straight line homotopy fromα0 to
α0 +Kτ . By Lemma 2.4.3 this is through contact forms.
2. Froms = 1/3 to s = 2/3 we interpolate betweenα0 + Kτ andα1 + Kτ
(which can also be taken to be the straight line homotopy). For K >> 0 this
is also through contact forms.
3. Froms = 2/3 to s = 1 we again take the straight line homotopy, now from
α1 +Kτ to α1.
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Further relations were hinted at by Torisu [33], also notingu iqueness of a
contact structure compatible with an open book but also noting that the operations
of Murasugi sum for open books and connected sum for contact sructures were
compatible. Giroux finalized these connections with the following theorem (for a
detailed proof see Goodman’s thesis [20] or Etnyre’s notes [6]). In particular, he
specified exactly howeveryopen book compatible with a givenξ must be related.
Theorem 2.4.4.Giroux [15] For any contact structureξ on a 3-manifoldM , there
is a compatible open book decomposition. If open book decompositionsob1 and
ob2 carry isotopic contact structuresξ1 andξ2, then there is a sequence of positive
Hopf stabilizationsobi  ob
′





This is incredible and not terribly expected. According to Giroux, then,all
of contact geometry on a 3-manifoldM is determined by the topology of the fibered
links onM . This has been an incredibly useful bijection and many powerful results
have followed it. Honda-Kazez-Matić have shown that an open book decomposi-
tion is compatible with a a tight contact structure if and only if every open book
decomposition isRight-Veering, which generalizes Goodman’s sobering-arc tech-
nique [19]. The Ozsv́ath-Szab́o contact invariant in Heegaard Floer Homology is
constructed using open book decompositions. as well.
Given the powerful abstract results generated by this relationship, though,
nice examples of open book decompositions are relatively scarce. Examples are
known for Lens spaces [31] and Seifert-fibered spaces obtained by plumbing to-
gether disk bundles [4] [8], (though more continue to be found). We remark that,
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other than the examples produced here, all known open books compatible with
tight contact structures have positive monodromies and so give Stein-fillable con-
tact structures. Akbulut and Ozbagci [1] show how to turn anyLegendrian surgery
diagram into an open book decomposition, but this often results in highly complex
and difficult to use diagrams.
In order to construct our examples, we introduce a naive but useful gener-
alization of an open book decomposition, one that will allowus to construct com-
patible open book/contact pairs on manifolds with torus boundary. We are able to
glue such objects and hence can find open book decompositionscompatible with
(in a reasonable sense) almost all tight contact structureson Torus bundles overS1.
(Which is to say, there are only finitely many that we cannot describe.)
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Chapter 3
Relative Open Book Decompositions
Definition 3.0.1(Embedded version). LetM be a compact 3-manifold with bound-
ary a disjoint union of tori. By arelative open book decompositionob of M,
we mean an oriented linkL ⊂ M and a bundleπ : M\L → S1. We require
this bundle benice in that there exists a decomposition of each boundary torus
S1 ×S1 in whichπ is a projection onto one factor. We also require a neighborhood
(0, 1] × T 2 = S1 × {D2\0} of each component ofL on whichπ is given by pro-
jection to∂D2. We call the closures of the fibers thepagesof the open book andL
thebinding.
Definition 3.0.2 (Abstract version). By a relative open book decompositionof a
manifoldM with torus boundary, we mean a pair(Σ, φ) consisting of a compact,
bounded surfaceΣ and an orientation preserving automorphismφ ∈ Aut(Σ). We
requireφ|∂Σ = Id. We further require a partition of the components of∂Σ into
binding circlesandboundary circlesand that they both be non-empty.
Unlike the closed case, here the abstract definition comes equipped with
more information than the embedded. In particular, it givesa preferred decompo-
sition of the boundary tori into page a vertical directions,giving natural identifica-
tions when gluing. To form the ambient manifoldM , we proceed as we would for
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an open book on a closed manifold. First form the surface bundle Σ×φS1. For each
bindingcircle γ, we collapse the vertical slopes in the torus boundary traced by γ.
The union of the image circles of these tori form thebindingof the open book. The
boundary circles are left alone to trace out boundary tori ofM . We do this so the
gluing of abstract open books makes sense without any additional nformation, that
is without specifying which normal directions to the page match up. Since this has
no affect on the associated contact structure, only the topology of the gluing, we
leave this information out of the embedded definition. This makes the discussions
in Chapter 4 much less cluttered and gives a better analogue ofth decomposition
into basic slices.
Definition 3.0.3. Let ob be a relative open book decomposition of a manifoldM
with torus boundary and letξ be a contact structure onM . We will sayξ is compat-
ible with ob if there exists a contact formα that restricts to a primitive 1-form on
each page ofM\L. In addition, we have a compatibility condition on each bound-
ary torusT of M . We require the foliation ofT given by the contact structure be
the same as that of the pages.
Proposition 3.0.5.The space of contact structures compatible with a given relative
open book with non-empty binding is non-empty and connected.
Proof. This is exactly the Thurston-Winkelnkemper construction with the addition
of a boundary condition. We still begin with a primitive 1-form β on Σ, but now
with two models near∂Σ depending on whether one is looking at a boundary circle
or a binding circle. On a neighborhood[−1, 0] × S1 of a binding circle, the model
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is the same and we requireβ to be given by(1 + r)dθ. On a neighborhood of a
binding circle, however,β should be modeled byrdθ. The space of of such forms
is non-empty and convex (as long as the set of binding circlesis non-empty), and
so we follow the procedures used in the closed case (Theorem 2.4.1) and they apply
equally well here. In particular, the formτ constructed in Lemma 2.4.3 preserves
the boundary condition when added to a compatible formα on a relative open book
decomposition and so the homotopy induced by Gray’s theorempr serves the foli-
ation by pages.
For simplicity, we first begin with a gluing lemma that will prove useful in
our construction of a compatible form.
Proposition 3.0.6(Gluing, local). Let ob1 and ob2 be open book decompositions
(or fiber bundles, if the set of binding circles is empty) on the 3-manifoldsM1 and
M2 (resp.). Letα1 (resp.α2) be a contact 1-form onM1 (resp.M2) that restricts
to a primitive 1-form on each fiber ofb1 (resp.ob2). LetT1 ⊂ M1 andT2 ⊂ M2
be boundary tori. Suppose there exists smoothly varying coordinates(θ, r) on the
[−1, 0] × S1 end of each fiber (associated toTi) under whichαi = rdθ. Then there
exists a smooth fibrationob and 1-formα onM = M1 ∪T1=T2 M2 so that
1. α is a contact 1-form that restricts to a primitive 1-form on each fiber ofob
2. ob restricts toobi on eachMi.
3. kerα = kerαi on eachMi.
4. α = αi outside a neighborhood ofT = T1 = T2 ⊂M .
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Proof. The idea here is to interpolate between the two contact formsn each piece
to construct a contact form on the whole. To this end, we must fir t extend the
contact structures alongTi so we have some overlap to interpolate along. We may
do this in such a way thatαi remains contact and restricts tordθ on the extended
S1× [−1, ǫ) ends of the fibers. This gives us coordinates(z, θ, r) on theS1×S1×I
ends of the 3-manifoldsMi and we may glue by the mapM1 → M2 (where it
makes sense) given by(z, θ, r) → (z,−θ,−r) (for −ǫ < r < ǫ. The restrictions
of the formsα1 andα2 to the fibers agree under this identification and so, choosing
any smooth increasing step functionφ : (−ǫ, ǫ) → [0, 1], we may make the form
α = φ(r)α1 + (1 − φ(r))α2, which restricts to a primitive form on the pages.
Notice, we may also use this to fill in the standard neighborhods in the Thurston-
Winkelnkemper construction. As long as the fibration has a contact form modeled
by rdθ near the endsS1 × [t0, t1] and the prelagrangian tori we glue along have
the same slope, the proposition still holds and we may still glue. We will see an
example of this when constructing the open books onS1 × Σ in Section 6.
Proposition 3.0.7(Gluing, general). Letob′ be a relative open books on (the possi-
bly disconnected) manifoldM ′. LetT1 andT2 be two boundary tori ofM ′, oriented
as the boundary.ob′ induces oriented foliationsFi of Ti, i = 1, 2. Letψ : T1 → T2
be any orientation reversing homeomorphism which takesF1 to F2. LetM = M/ψ
be the manifold formed by identifyingT1 andT2 via ψ. Letob be the (possibly rel-
ative) open book onM formed by joiningob′. Then there exists a contact structure
onM compatible withob, unique up to an isotopy fixing the boundary, that restricts
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to a contact structure onM ′ compatible withob′.
Proof. The construction is straightforward. Since the gluing matches up the ori-
ented pages ofob′, the open book extends toM . To this, we apply the Thurston-
Winkelnkemper construction as before, now additionally requiring the 1-formβ on
the pageΣ of ob vanish transversely along the circle inΣ that traces out the torus
image ofT1 ∐ T2. This 1-form, then pulls back to a compatible 1-form onM ′.
We point out that one can prove similar compatibility and gluing theorems
for relative open books without binding components, that is, for fiber bundles.
These can also very useful, for example showing up in the Thurston-Winkelnkemper
construction. We will use these in Section 6.2 to construct open book decomposi-
tions compatible with theS1-invariant contact structures on circle bundles. While
relative open books with binding can always be equipped withcontact structures
that are tangent at the boundary tori, fiber bundles can only get close to tangency
(though arbitrarily so). This makes it somewhat difficult todetermine the Giroux
torsion, say, of a contact manifold using an open book decomposition, knowledge
that is extremely useful in determining the contact manifold’s fillability (c.f. Intro-
duction and Section 4.7.1).
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Chapter 4
Open Book Decompositions of torus bundles
4.1 The Classification of Contact Structures on Torus Bundles
and T 2 × I.
One of the first classifications of tight contact structures was of those on
torus bundles in work done independently by Giroux [14] and Honda [21] [22]. We
follow the classification of Honda rather intimately and usemuch of the terminol-
ogy presented there. As such, we give a rather cursory overview of the main results.
For a good survey of the techniques used, see [13]. The following definitions are
from [22].
To any slopes in R2 associate its standard angleᾱ(s) ∈ RP1 = R/πZ.
For ᾱ1, ᾱ2 ∈ RP1, let [ᾱ1, ᾱ2] be the interval[α1, α2] ⊂ R whereαi ∈ R is any
lift of ᾱi with α1 ≤ α2 < α1 + π. We say a slopes is betweens1 and s2 if
ᾱ(s) ∈ [ᾱ(s1), ᾱ(s0)].
Let ξ be a contact structure onT 2 × I with convex boundary and assume
the dividingΓi set on each boundaryTi has two parallel components with slopesi,
i = 0, 1. We sayξ is minimally twistingif every convex torusT × t has a dividing
set with slopes betweens1 ands0. For a minimally twistingξ, the I-twisting of
ξ is given byβI = α1 − α0. For a generalξ, cut (T 2 × I, ξ) into minimally
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twisting segmentsTk ∼= T 2 × I, k = 1, ..., l and add up the I-twisting of each:
βI = βI1 + · · · βIl .
We say a tight contact torus bundleM is minimally twisting in theS1-
directionif every decomposition along a convex fiber results in a minimally twisting
T 2×I. Define theS1-twistingβS1 to be the supremum of the I-twistingFloorπ(βI)
over all decompositions along convex fibers. HereFloorπ(x) is given bynπ, n ∈ Z,
wherenπ ≤ x < (n+ 1)π (in essence, the modulusπ floor function).
Theorem 4.1.1(Theorem 0.1 of [22]). LetM be aT 2-bundle overS1 with mon-
odromyA ∈ SL(2,Z). Then, up to contact isotopy, the tight contact structures ar
completely classified as in the table below.
1. (Universally tight contact structures.) For eachA, there exist infinitely many
universally tight contact structures, all isotopic as plane fields but distin-
guished by thereS1-twistingβS1 . Depending onA, the set of possible values
for βS1 is {2mπ|m ∈ Z≥0} or {(2m− 1)π|m ∈ Z+}.
2. Additionally, there are finitely many others. These are mini ally twisting and
virtually overtwisted. (There are non-minimally twisting exc ptions to this
whenM is a circle bundle overT 2 with Euler classe > 1. There are two,
with βS1 = π, which are isotopic only whene = 2.)
Definition 4.1.1 (Basic Slice). A basic sliceis a tight, minimally twisting contact
structure onT 2 × I with convex boundary. The dividing set on each boundary is
composed of two parallel essential curves. The slopess0 = p/q ands1 = p′/q′
must satisfypq′ − p′q = 1.
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Additionally, basic slices are equipped with a sign,+ or −, which is de-
termined by the relative Euler class of the contact structure. Every basic slice is
SL(2,Z)-equivalent to one with slopess1 = 0 and s0 = 1. These can be con-












or −α for the basic slice with sign−, and perturbing the boundary tori to
be convex. According to the classification, all tight contact structures can be con-
structed by gluing together basic slices. The universally tight family in Theorem
4.1.1 can be constructed using all basic slices of the same sign and whose gluings
match up the signs. Under these circumstances, the contact stru ture given by glu-
ing along convex tori is the same as that given by gluing alongprelagrangian tori,
provided it is foliated by leaves whose slope is the same as the dividing set of the
convex torus.
It is under these circumstances that we may additionally glue the relative
open book decompositions. Thusall the open books constructed using the relative
open books of basic slices will be in the universally tight family of Theorem 4.1.1.
To see that we can construct open books compatible with each contact structure in
this family, we need to show two things: an example withS1-twisting< 2π and how
to add a ‘Giroux twist,’ i.e. add2π to β1S. We also construct compatible open books
for some of the minimally twisting, virtually overtwisted family. In Section 4.6 we
construct relative open book decompositions compatible with continued fraction
blocks that have at least two positive basic slices. There isstill only one way to
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Figure 4.1: Relative open book decompositions for a basic slice.
glue two different continued fraction blocks together, though, and only one way
to glue these up to form a (closed) open book. Thus we are unable to construct
open books compatible with the very few highly interesting examples of contact
structures (those that might be tight but not fillable) usingthe techniques presented
in this paper.
4.2 A Basic Slice
We begin with a prototypical example and show how to get relative open
books for any basic slice. To start, we describe an embeddinginto T 2 × I of the
relative open book decomposition pictured in Figure 4.1 andgive a compatible
contact structure. Here, the ends of the annulus are boundary circles and trace out
the boundary tori in front and back att = 0 andt = 1, while the center puncture is
a binding circle and will be filled in.
To describe an embedding inT 2 × I, we follow the construction of then





Figure 4.2: An embedded picture of the mapping cylinder for diagram in Figure
4.1.
bundle whose monodromy is given. Here the pageΣ is a pair of pants, which we
will think of as a punctured annulus. To build the mapping torus, we takeΣ × I
and glue viaφ, which is given by a single Dehn twist about a curveγ parallel to
the center boundary component. We can describe this by instead takingΣ×S1 and
doing−1-framed Dehn surgery (relative to the page) along a copy ofγ lying on a
fiber. When we fill in the neighborhood of the binding, we do so bythe framing
traced out byφ. In the diagram this is given by a vertical arcf , which is a0-framed
filling using identifications in Figure 4.2.
We may simplify this picture slightly by a procedure analogous to the Rolf-
sen twist operation on surgery diagrams of 3-manifolds. To apply a Rolfsen twist,


















Figure 4.5: New fibration after shearing along the vertical annulus in Figure 4.4 and
filling in with the standard fibration of a neighborhood of thebinding.
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bounds a disk punctured byK. To apply a Dehn surgery alongK ∈ M with fram-
ing curvef ⊂ ∂ν(K), we cut out a solid torus neighborhood ofK and reglue by a
mapm : ∂(S1 ×D2) → ∂M that sends the meridional diskp× ∂D2 to f . Remov-
ing neighborhoods ofµ andK fromM , the disk bounded byµ becomes a properly
embedded annulus. We may cut along this annulus and twist, simultaneously alter-
ing the framing curves for bothµ andK, giving a new surgery presentation of the
same manifold.
For our purposes, the annulus we cut and shear along will be the annulus
component of a pageΣ cut alongγ (the−1-framed curve in Figure 4.2). If we
shear in the correct direction, the−1-framing forγ will become an∞ framing and
the0-framingf on the vertical solid torus becomes a+1 framing, as given in Figure
4.3.
We can take this one step further and shear along a vertical annulus con-
necting the boundary torus att = 0 to the binding (shown in Figure 4.4). Again,
the correct shearing takes the framing curve on the binding to a meridian curve and
takes the fibration to that given in Figure 4.5. Here we fill in aeighborhood of the
binding by an∞-filling that takes the longitudeλ to the(−1, 1)-curve bounding a
fiber in the fibration.
Only one fiber is shown in Figure 4.5. To see the rest, translate the fiber
vertically.
To construct a compatible contact structure, look at the contact form on
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One can show the associated contact structure is the isotopic to that ofα =
dy + (t− 1)dx. ker dα = ∂y whose Reeb vector field is everywhere vertical. This
vector field is is positively transverse to the fiber, positively tangent to the binding
at and vertically (that is,y-) invariant and so exhibits a compatibility between our
desired contact structure and our open book. If we perturb the boundary tori to be
(minimal) convex, we will have a minimally twisting contactstructure with minimal
convex boundary and slopess0 = 1 ands1 = 0, i.e. abasic slice.
Both signs of basic slice are isomorphic. We can switch the sign compati-
ble with the open book by changing the orientation of the fibers (and binding) and
replacingα with −α. However, the difficulty lies in gluing. For contact structures
with convex boundary, one can glue usinganymap that preserves the slope of the
dividing set. When gluing an open book, you need to match up theoriented fibra-
tions and so only ‘half’ of the allowed convex gluings are possible using the relative
open book decompositions on basic slices given here. In particular, after gluing the
relative open book decompositions that we have created the signs of the basic slices
agree.
4.3 Exhibiting the Open Books.
The set of all possible open book decompositions on torus bundles obtained
by gluing the relative pieces are shown in Figure 4.6. After observing some sim-
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ple properties and correlating with some difficult work of Honda, we can find a
complete set of open books compatible with the family of universally tight con-
tact structures (and some others). The following is proved in Section 4.5. Identify
T 2 = R2/Z2. Our conventions are thatTA = R2/Z2 × [0, 1]/(x, 1) ∼ (Ax, 0)
Theorem 4.3.1.LetA ∈ SL(2,Z) andTA be the associated torus bundle overS1.
Then each contact structure in the universally tight familyof Theorem 4.1.1 can be
carried by an open book described by Figure 4.6.
An immediate consequence is the following theorem (proved in Section 5).
Theorem 4.3.2.LetA ∈ SL(2,Z) andTA be the associated torus bundle overS1.
Then either (and possibly both)TA or T−A admits a Stein-fillable contact structure.
In particular, the universally tight contact structure onTA (or T−A) with twisting
β1S = 0 is Stein fillable.
We prove slightly more than that, however. Since any contactmanifold with
positive Giroux torsion cannot be strongly (and hence Stein) fillable, these examples
are the unique Stein fillable and universally tight contact structure onTA. A
4.4 Preliminary Results and the Relation to the Braid Group
We begin with some notation. LetWord denote the set of words in{a, b, a−1, b−1}.
To each letter we associate the relative open book decomposition hown in Figure
4.7. We should read these diagrams as representing an open book on a manifold









Figure 4.6: General picture for the open book decompositioncompatible withξn on
a torus bundle. The page is a punctured torus. The monodromy is given as a Dehn
multi-twist along the signed curves.
edges of the annulus trace out a pair of torus boundaries. Thesign d curve on each
page segment presents the monodromy of the open book as a Dehntwist.
To any wordw ∈ Word, we can then associate an open book with torus
pages by stringing together the annular regions associatedto ach letter inw and
identifying the remaining pair of circle boundaries to forma many-punctured torus.
+
+
Figure 4.7: Relative open book decompositions fora andb−1. The diagrams for
a−1 andb are the same with the signs reversed.
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The monodromy is given by Dehn twists along the union of all the signed curves.
We will denote this open bookobw = (Σw, φw) and the ambient manifoldMw,
whereΣw is the page of the open book.
Remark 4.4.1. The diagrams foran, n ∈ Z are not relative open book decomposi-
tions, as they do not have binding components and do not carrya contact structure.
One should view thean as auxiliary gluing data, describing how the normal direc-
tions to the page are matched up when gluing two relative open book decomposi-
tions. This poses no problems to our setup and we mention it only f r clarification.
The following lemma describes how two words might describe the same
contact structure.
Lemma 4.4.2(Braid Relation). Suppose the wordsw, v ∈ Word are related by a
sequence of braid relationsa−1b−1a−1 = b−1a−1b−1. Then the associated (relative)
open booksobw andobv are stably equivalent.
Remark 4.4.3. Before exhibiting a proof, we point out that the relationaba = bab
does not hold at the level of contact structures as it involves a negative stabilization.
It can thus change the contact structure (and possibly the homot py type of the
plane field). However, any word containing the letterb is not right-veering (indeed,
it contains a sobering arc) and so gives an overtwisted contact structure. We will
ignore these for the remainder of the paper.
Proof. The proof itself is straight forward, involving only the lantern relation on the
4-punctured sphere. The braid relation that does hold isb−1a−1b−1 ∼ a−1b−1a−1.






Figure 4.8: Diagrams fora−1b−1a−1 before and after the lantern relation. The
destabilizing arc is shown.
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We think of the page as a 4-punctured sphere and apply the lantern relation
to get the diagram on the right. The obvious destabilizing arc is labeled, resulting in
the open book described bya−1b−1a−1. Notice that this also implies the compatible
contact structures are isotopic. While we do not have a complete characterization
as in Giroux’s Theorem, we do know that Hopf stabilization and destabilization
amount to adding or removing a contact(S3, ξstd), and so do not change the isotopy
type of the contact structure.
Thus we have shown that the braid relation holds at the level of contact
structures via the stabilization/destabilization of openbooks, giving us a map from
equivalent open books to the Braid group. This map descends ina meaning full
way toAut+ (T 2). There is a natural map






a, b|aba = bab, (ab)6 = Id
〉
∼= SL(2,Z)
and we often abuse notation and useΨ(w) to denote the automorphism and the as-
sociated element ofSL(2,Z) with the assumption we’ve identifiedT 2 with R2/Z2.
We will show thatMw = T 2 ×Ψ(w) S1.
Lemma 4.4.4.LetM be the ambient manifold of the open bookobw. ThenM is
homeomorphic to the torus bundleTA ∼= T 2 ×Ψ(w) S1, whose monodromy is given
byA = Ψ(w).
Proof. The proof follows directly from the cut-and-paste construction of the open
bookobw, building the surface bundleΣw×φwS
1 and filling in near the binding. We
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point out the following fact which will be used in the construction of the mapping
torus.
Fact: Let γ be a curve embedded on a fiberF of a surface bundleM . Then
the manifold obtained by Dehn surgery onγ with framingpf − 1 (resp. pf + 1)
is isomorphic to the surface bundle obtained by cuttingM alongF and regluing
by a positive (resp. negative) Dehn twistDγ alongγ. Equivalently, ifφ is the
monodromy ofM measured by a return map toF , then the monodromy of the
surgered manifold isφ ◦Dγ. (Here,pf is the framing ofγ given by a pushoff along
the fiberF .)
For our purposes,φw is a multitwist along a union of curvesΓ, and so we
can formΣw ×φw S
1 by doing Dehn surgery along the image ofΓ in Σw × {pt.} ⊂
Σw×S
1. In order to more easily picture this we identifyΣw×S1 with T 3 = R3/Z3
with vertical tubes drilled out for each of the binding components (that is, the fibers
of the bundle are horizontal slices) andΓ sitting onS1×S1×{1/2}. Topologically,
the binding glues in to form a 0-framed Dehn filling, which we vi w as 0-framed
Dehn surgery along the cores of the vertical tubes. Blowing down the components
of Γ which are meridians to the vertical tubes (now 0-framed surgery curves) gives
a surgery presentation ofM composed of±1-Dehn surgeries inT 3 along curves
that lie onvertical tori {pt.} × S1 × S1. a andb correspond to−1-surgeries, while
a−1 and b−1 give +1-surgeries. The page framings are the same as that of the














Figure 4.9: An Open Book Decomposition for the Stein FillableContact Structure
onT 3.
Corollary 1. Any word in{a, a−1, b−1} gives an open book decomposition corre-
sponding to a weakly-fillable contact structure.
We begin by showing the open book given byw = (a3b)−3 corresponds to
the unique Stein-fillable contact structureξ0 onT 3. By Lemma 4.4.4, the ambient
manifoldMw is T 3. To see this is Stein fillable, we use only thestar relationof
[10] to presentφw as a product of positive Dehn twists (conjugates of the standard
generators). (In fact, this does more. It gives a Lefschetz fibration onT 2 × D2
exhibiting a Stein structure.) Thus any cover of(Mw, obw) gives a weakly-fillable
open book decomposition. Take the cover that gives(a3b)−3n. (We will see later
that these have Giroux torsion≥ 1 and so cannot be Strongly fillable.) Now take
an arbitrary wordv in {a, a−1, b−1}, which we will consider up to cyclic permu-
tation and canceling adjacentaa−1 pairs. We will use the braid relation to ensure
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that the lettera−1 occurs at most three times in sequence. Assume we have the
subwordb−1a−nb−1 ⊂ v. Since(a−1b−1a−1)a−1 ∼ b−1(a−1b−1a−1), we can write
b−1a−nb−1 ∼ aa−1b−1a−1a−(n−1)b−1 ∼ ab−(n−1)a−1b−1a−1b−1 and thus reduce the
length of any string ofa−1s. Lastly, notice we may insert the lettera into any word
via Legendrian surgery. Thus, after possibly modifyingv using the braid relation as
above (and ensuring thatb−1 occurs some multiple of 3 times) of we can realize it
via Legendrian surgery on the weakly-fillable contact manifold given by(a3b)−3n,
showing it is weakly-fillable.
4.5 Construction of Minimal Examples
We prove Theorem 4.3.1 here. We follow Lemma 2.1 of [22] useSL(2,Z)
to find easy matrix representatives for each torus bundle, and their factorizations
(this data is summed up nicely in the tables following Theorem 0.1 of [22]). Using
this, we can find words inWord that exhibit universally tight contact structures with
small twistingin theS1-direction, i.e.βS1 < 2π. We can then produce every contact
structure by adding(aba)−4 segments to our small twisting examples, increasing
βS1 . To measure the twisting, we use the word to cut the torus bundle i toT 2 × I,
thinking of t = 0 as an incoming boundary andt = 1 as an outgoing one. The
pages have an angle on the vertical tori (and are given by a primitive vector inZ2
or its angleθ ∈ [0, 2π)), not just a slope, and we useSL(2,Z) to assume the fiber
at t = 1 has angle(1, 0). For ease, we orient the angle att = 0 the wrong way, that
is, as an incoming boundary of the page and not by the outward normal. We can
then measure the twisting by following the progression of the angles of the pages.
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(In one sense, this is an oriented version of examining the twisting of a convex
decomposition by looking at the progression of the slopes ofthe dividing sets.) To











Moving from t = 1 to t = 0, after crossing each basic slice the angle of the pages
of the open book changes and the contact planes rotate along with it. For example,
supposew = ak0b−1ak2b−1 · · · akn−1b−1akn. Which we read from left to right as
we move fromt = 0 to t = 1. To compute the angles of the pages we end with
sn = (1, 0) and work backwards towardst = 0. Thensn−1 = akn−1b−1(1, 0) and











= a. We will abuse notation and associate to every word
w its image inSL(2,Z) underΨ. Conjugacy classes of elements ofSL(2,Z) can
be divided into three groups depending onTr(A). We enumerate the possibilities
below:
Proof. Proof of Theorem 4.3.1
1. Elliptic: |Tr(A)| < 2
(a) A = −S A is a rotation byπ/2. We factorA = a−1b−1a−1. This is
a decomposition into a single basic slice and so has small twisting and
β1S = 0.
(b) A = S A is a rotation by−π/2. We factorA = (a−1b−1a−1)3. This
decomposition has 3 basic slices, with boundary angless3 = (1, 0),
s2 = (0, 1), s1 = (−1, 0), s0 = (0,−1). It has small twisting.β1S = π.
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(c) A = −T−1S. We factor:A = a−2b−1a−1. Again, this has a single basic
slice.β1S = 0.
(d) A = −(T−1S)2. We factor:A = a−1b−1. This is a single basic slice
and soβ1S = 0.
(e) A = T−1S. We factor: A = (ba)−5. Each(ba)−1 is the SL(2,Z)
equivalent of a rotation byπ/3, so the decomposition into 5 basic slices
has small twisting andβ1S = π.
(f) A = T 2−1S. We factor:A = (ba)−4. This has small twisting by the
previous argument andβ1S = π
2. Hyperbolic:|Tr(A)| > 2
(a) A = T r0ST r1S · · ·T rkS, wherer0 < −2 andri ≤ −2. We can rewrite
this asA = ar0(aba)ar1(aba) · · · ark(aba) ∼= ar0+2bar1+2 · · · ark+2b.




1a · · · br
′
ka
with r′i = ri + 2 ≤ 0 andr
′
0 < 0. Since, the exponent forb is always
negative, this word gives a weakly fillable contact structure. Further,
notice that ifw is any word composed of the lettersa andb−1 (that is,
there are noa−1s involved), thenΨ(w) is a matrix with positive entries
and so all of the anglesi lie between0 andπ/2. This gives an open
book with small twisting andβ1S = 0.
(b) A = −T r0ST r1S · · ·T rkS, wherer0 < −2 andri ≤ −2. Again, we






1a · · · br
′
ka with r′i = ri + 2 ≤ 0 andr
′
0 < 0.
The total twisting in this case is less than3π/2 andβ1s = π.
3. Parabolic:|Tr(A)| = 2. A = ±T n, n ∈ Z. Cases:
(a) A = T n, n > 0. These are the circle bundles overT 2 with Euler number
n. The illegal factorization isA = an, which we alter toA = (aba)−4an.
This word has small twisting (indeed it is given as Legendrian surgery
on (T 3, ξ0)). Technically, these examples haveβS1 = 2π (see footnote).
(b) A = Id. This isT 3. The factorizationsA = (aba)−4 ∼= (a3b)−1 give ξ0,
the unique Stein fillable contact structure onT 3, which was shown in
the proof of Corollary 1 in Section 4.4. We will see this in moredetail
later. Again, an odd case withβS1 = 2π (see footnote).
(c) A = T n, n < 0. While the immediate factorization isA = an, this
word doesn’t correspond to an open book. Conjugate toA = bn, since
n < 0, to get an open book with anglessk = (n− k, 1). This has small
twisting andβS1 = 0.
(d) A = −T n, n ∈ Z. The appropriate factorizations here areA =
(aba)−2an. The decomposition is into two basic slices, withβS1 = 0
if n > 0 andβ1S = π if n ≤ 0.
Footnote: While these technically haveβS1 = 2π, Honda [22] lists these as having
βS1 = 0. By the vagaries of terminology, these examples still have Giroux torsion
equal to 0 (since Giroux torsion measures an embedding of a clsed interval of full
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twisting into the contact manifold). Both examples have positive representatives for
the monodromy and so are Stein fillable.
4.6 Virtually Overtwisted Continued Fraction Blocks
In addition to the basic slices used in constructing the universally tight con-
tact structures on torus bundles, we have examples of relativ open books forcontin-
ued fraction blocksonT 2×I. As long as there are at least two positive basic slices,
we can build compatible relative open books that have many negative basic slices
hidden within them. Continued fraction blocks, in essence, are strings of equivalent
basic slices; one can rearrange their order (swapping negativ for positive and so
on) without changing the isotopy type. A continued fractionblock with p positive
basic slices would be carried by the relative open bookb−p. We’ll build more withk
negative andp− k positive basic slices,p− k ≥ 2. We first show how to construct
the examples, following a surgery description discovered by Scḧonenberger [31].
We then mimic Honda’s classification, completing the open books on Lens spaces
whose compatible contact structures are distinguished by the Chern classes of the
Stein fillings, following results of Lisca and Matić [25]. Since there is a unique way
to complete each contact structure and each completion is dist nct, we know each of
the basic slices is distinct. Further, since we can determine which contact structure
onL(p, 1) we complete to, we deduce the decomposition of the continuedfraction
block into positive and negative basic slices.








} k } p-2-k
Figure 4.10: Continued fraction blocksCF (p, k) on T 2 × I with p basic slices,
p− k positive andk negative. The page is a punctured annulus with two boundary
circles. The bold circles are the binding.
contact structures on Lens spaces by finding nice Legendriansurgery diagrams.
The idea is toroll up the surgery diagram so that each successive surgery is done on
a stabilization of a pushoff of the previous. Since we need only a single continued
fraction block, we will describe the procedure for only the easi st diagrams (those
obtained by a single Legendrian surgery on the unknot) and show how to extract the
appropriateT 2 × I segment from it. The continued fraction blocks we will look at
are described in Figure 4.10. Each requires at least two positive basic slices, which
we can think of as hugging the negative basic slices, ensuring the contact planes
all glue with the correct orientation when we stack the continued fraction blocks
together. Whenk = 0, all the basic slices are positive and we have the diagramb−p
constructed before. A proof that the ambient manifold is indeedT 2 × I follows in
Section 4.6.1.
To distinguish the different examples, we embed each into anope book for
L(p+2, 1), by capping off each boundary circle with the open book in Figure 4.11.
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+
Figure 4.11: A relative open book onS1×D2 used to cap off the continued fraction
blocks.
This gives the standard neighborhood of the binding (inS1 ×D2) and we fill by a
map that glues the pages together. If we perturb the prelagrangian gluing torus to
become convex, the dividing curves have slope parallel to the pages, and so looking
on the boundary of the solid torus,Γ has slope0. Thus, there is a unique way to
extendξ to a tight contact structure over (each)S1 ×D2. The capped of diagrams
are shown in Figure 4.12.
Each of the tight contact structures onL(p, 1) is given by Legendrian surgery
on the unknot. We will use this description to determine which contact structures
they represent and use this data to distinguish them.
To describe the open book decompositions, we begin with the unknot, Leg-
endrian realized on a page of the open book given by the positive Hopf linkH+.
The page and contact framings are both−1 and so Legendrian surgery gives a con-
tact structure onL(2, 1) compatible with the open book shown in Figure 4.14.
To exhibit the contact structures forp > 2 we add left and right zig-zags to







Figure 4.12: Continued fraction blocks embedded intoL(p, 1). The page is a
sphere. The bold circles punctures representing the binding.
{ {k n-k




Figure 4.14: An open book decomposition with annular page for the unique tight
contact structure onL(2, 1) (the left and right boundaries are identified).
shown in Figure 4.13. We can add zig-zags to an open book decomposition as well.
By stabilizing the open book times along one component ofH+ and(p+ 2)− k-
times along the other, we can Legendrian realize any of the diff rent stabilizations
on a page of an open book forS3. An example of such a stabilization is shown
in Figure 4.15. Removing one of the Dehn twists along a curve that traverses the
annulus leaves an open book forS3. Such a curve is a stabilization of the standard
unknot.
Lisca and Matíc [25] showed the diagrams in Figure 4.13 give non-isotopic
contact structures for differentk (these can be distinguished by the Chern classes
of the Stein fillings given by Legendrian surgery) and so the op n books in Figure
4.12 are compatible with distinct contact structures. Since there was a unique way
to complete the continued fraction block, each must also be distinct.
These pieces allow us to construct ‘most’ of the remaining open book de-
compositions on the circle bundlesA = T n and the positive hyperbolic bundles.









Figure 4.15: Planar open books for the tight (Stein-fillable) contact structure on on
L(p, 1).
b−4ab0ab−5ab0a compatible with a virtually overtwisted contact structurein Figure
4.16.
4.6.1 Another Surgery Description
It is fairly straightforward, using the surgery description f the ambient man-
ifold provided by an (relative) open book, to see the open book decompositions
CF (p, k) are indeed ofT 2 × I. In order to illustrate more clearly the behavior of
the embeddings of these open books, however, we will proceedin a slightly more
detailed way. We build up the surgery description of Figure 4.10 and show it gives
T 2 × I. Since we already know theb−(p−k−2) segment gives aT 2 × I, we assume
thatk = p− 2.
Without the dotted circle in the monodromy, the open book is astabiliza-












Figure 4.16: An open book compatible with a (Stein-fillable)virtually overtwisted







Figure 4.17: Relative open book and embedded picture beginning the description
of the continued fraction blockCF (p).
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puncture is a binding circleb and the boundary components ofA are boundary cir-
cles (the manifold isS1 × D2#S1 × D2 given by 0-surgery on a vertical curve in
T 2 × I). The first stabilization is offb and adds a meridianµ of b to the binding,
which becomes a longitude in the surgery picture onT 2 × I. We can see the em-
bedded fibration by looking at the fibration for a basic slice (.f. Figure 4.5) and
adding a 0-surgery on a vertical curve. The secondp − 2 stabilizations are offµ,
and addp − 2 meridians ofµ to the binding. We can see an embedded descrip-
tion of this in Figure 4.17. The diagram depictsT 2 × I with its 0-framed vertical
curve and the rest of the binding obtained by stabilizationsf its core. We can see
the fibration by looking again at the basic slice of Figure 4.5(whose binding isµ)
addingp − 2 meridians to this binding and a 0-framed vertical curve. Thep − 2
meridians alter the fibration only in a neighborhood ofµ and only by adding twisted
bands to the original fibers. The curveγ is a stabilization of a parallel copy ofb,
one positive andp− 2 negative. In particular, the framing ofγ given by the page is
1− p and so Legendrian surgery is smooth−p-surgery. Ignoring now the fibration,
γ is a meridian to the 0-framed vertical curve. A slam dunk changes the surgery
picture to a1/p-framed vertical curve, which can again be Rolfsen twisted tothe
boundary. While it is non-trivial to follow the fibration through these last two steps,
the surgery description does indeed giveT 2 × I.
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4.7 Some Examples
4.7.1 Weakly but not Strongly Fillable
Recent work of David Gay [9] proves a conjecture of Eliashberg: any con-
tact structure with nontrivial Giroux torsion cannot be strongly fillable. This is an
extremely useful in determining the fillability of a contactstructure. In particular, of
all the universally tight open books on torus bundles, only oe has non-zero Giroux
torsion, and so the rest cannot be strongly fillable (though awe k filling is easy to
construct by taking the appropriate Lefschetz fibration over D2). The relative open
book(aba)−4 is aT 2×I segment with non-trivial Giroux torsion. This is not to say
that any open book decomposition containing a region isomorphic to (aba)−1 has
non-trivial Giroux torsion, however. The compatible contact structure on(aba)−1
includes only when(aba)−1 is glued to anotherrelativeopen book. As long as there
is another binding component somewhere, then we can conclude thatob has non-
trivial Giroux torsion. If(aba)−1 is instead glued to a fiber bundle (c.f Section 6.2),
the contact structure might be Stein fillable, as is the case for T 3.
4.7.2 Strongly but not Stein Fillable
The first examples of strongly-fillable contact structures that cannot sup-
port a Stein filling were constructed by Ghiggini [11]. We these are given by
Legendrian surgery along a curve in the contact structures compatible withwn =
(a−1b−1)(aba)−4n. The Legendrian curve an be realized on a page of this open book
decomposition. The resulting open book is given in Figure 4.18.
















Figure 4.18: Open book decomposition for a Strongly fillablecontact structure that
doesn’t admit a Stein filling.
open book is only weakly fillable. After the surgery, the manifold becomes a ho-
mology sphere and so any weak-filling can be perturbed into a srong filling. Some
clever manipulations of Heegaard Floer Homology are used toshow the contact
structure cannot be Stein fillable.
4.7.3 An Interesting Example with Zero Giroux Torsion
There is one interesting family of non-examples in Theorem 5.0.3, namely
the circle bundles over the Klein bottleA = −T n which we will write as(aba)−2an =
a−2b−1an−2b−1 = wn. Forn > 0 these are Stein fillable (use the 2-chain relation),
but for n << 0 these do not have monodromies inDehn+, as follows. Suppose
φwn ∈ Dehn






γ1 · · · γk where eachγi is a right-handed Dehn twist on the twice punctured torusΣ.
Rearranging gives a presentation∂1∂2 = γ1 · · · γka21a
−n+2
2 . Any such presentation
gives an elliptic fibration overS2 with 2 sections of square−1 and−n + 4 + k
singular fibers. However, the classification of elliptic fibrations is known: if the
number of singular fibers is12m, the fibration isE(m) which is not minimal for
n > 1, thereforen > −8. Notice, though, that we can apply the braid relation
to getwn ∼= w′n = b
−2a−1bn−2a−1. While this is very close to being inDehn+,
it too cannot be written as a product of Dehn twists forn < −5, since no elliptic
fibration admits more than 9 disjoint sections of square−1 (and son > −5). Either
these give examples of fillable contact structures with Giroux torsionTor = 0 that
do not admit a Stein filling, or this gives an example where onecan destabilize out
of Dehn+. There is still a candidate Stein fillable contact structure(TA admits a
Stein filling) given by taking the minimally twisting contact structures onTA with
A = T n, cutting along a minimal convex torus and regluing by a rotati n byπ. We
cannot construct compatible open books for these contact stru tures using the tech-
niques presented here, however. It is true (though outside the scope of this paper)











There are many equivalent definitions of a Stein manifold in4−dimensions.
In [17], Gompf details a handle calculus for Stein 4-manifolds utilizing work of
Eliashberg [3] and Weinstein [35]. The 0-handle is the standard symplectic 4-ball
with convex contact boundaryS3. Symplectic 1- and 2-handles can then be added,
requiring that the 2-handles are attached along Legendrianknots with the appropri-
ate framing. After every stage the boundary 3-manifold inherits a contact structure.
This geometric picture is paired with a more topological description by Loi and
Piergallini in [26], where the Stein condition of [17] is shown to be equivalent to a
positive allowable Lefschetz fibration, or PALF. While this relation isn’t as strong
as the Giroux correspondence (nor does it cover all symplectic/contact manifolds),
it is a good 4-dimensional parallel. It is in this language that we construct our Stein
fillings.
A Lefschetz fibrationon a 4-manifoldX is a singular fiber bundleπ : X →
Σ, that is there are finitely many critical points{xi} ⊂ X of π and away from
the fibers containing the critical points,π is a fiber bundle. Each fiber containing a
critical pointπ−1(π(xi)) is an immersed surface called asingular fiber. π has a local




If the complex orientation agrees with that ofX then the critical point is called a
positive singularityand otherwise it is called anegative singularity. Each singular
fiber has a natural local description. Let’s suppose the onlycritical point in the
singular fiberF ispi. Taking any arcγ ∈ Σ fromF to a nearby smooth fiberπ−1(q),
we may look at the totally real disk lying in the local chart aroundpi, containingpi
and lying above the arcγ. This disk is called thethimbleof pi and its boundary in
π−1(q) is called thevanishing cyclev of pi. The singular fiberF can be obtained
from a smooth fiber by collapsingv. Further, letXpi be the preimage underπ of a
small neighborhood inΣ of γ. π−1 (∂Xpi) is a fiber bundle overS
1. The fiber is
that ofπ and the monodromy is given by a single Dehn twist aboutv, positive (resp.
negative) ifpi is a positive (resp. negative) critical point ofπ. A critical value is
allowableif the associated vanishing cycle is homologically essential inH1(Σ).
Theorem 5.0.1.Loi-Piergallini [26] A Stein surface is equivalent, up to orientation
preserving diffeomorphism, to a positive allowable Lefschetz fibration with bounded
fiber and baseD2.
The proof involves taking a Legendrian handle diagram for the Stein sur-
face and showing (by explicit manipulation of the diagram) that it corresponds to
a branched cover ofB2 × B2 along a positive braided surface (in the terminol-
ogy of Rudolph this is a ‘quasipositive surface’) and hence toa PALF. Indeed, the
boundary of a positive braided surface is a quasipositive braid in S3. (A braid is
quasipositiveif its braid word is a product of conjugates of positive half twists.)
We can make this braid transverse to the trivial open book onS3 (with binding the
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braid axis) and branching along this braid gives an open bookdecomposition on the
cover whose monodromy is explicitly positive. Most importantly, all this can be
done so that the Stein structure supported by the PALF induces a contact structure
on the boundary that is carried by the open book decomposition.
This is an example of a more general topological observation. Let (X, π)
be a PALF with bounded fiberΣ and baseD2. Then∂(X, π) is an open book
decomposition of∂X. This is immediate from our abstract construction of an open
book decomposition.∂(X, π) has two components, the mapping torusπ|∂D2, and
the solid tori∂Σ ×D2. These two components are glued together so that boundary
of each disk in∂Σ ×D2 gets glued to.pt× S1 in the mapping torus and so creates
an open book decomposition.
Let Dehn+ denote the monoid inAut+(Σ) generated by (isotopy classes
of) positive Dehn twists.
Corollary 5.0.2. A contact manifold(M, ξ) is Stein fillable iff it is compatible with
an open book decomposition with positive monodromy,φ ∈ Dehn+.
Proof. We have seen that the boundary of any PALF over the disk inherits an open
book with positive allowable monodromy. Further, the induced contact structure
and open book are compatible. The other implication is just as obvious but with
one thing to note here: any positive monodromy can be made into a allowable
positive monodromy. Such an alteration is straightforward. Replace any Dehn twist
about a null-homologous curveγ with a chain relation on the punctured surface
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⊂ Σ bounded byγ. (Note, this can be done in many ways, and different relations
may give different Stein fillings.)
Theorem 5.0.3.LetA ∈ SL(2,Z) andTA be the associated torus bundle overS1.
Then either (and possibly both)TA or T−A admits a Stein fillable contact structure.
In particular, there is a unique universally tight, Stein fillable contact structure on
eitherTA or T−A.
This is essentially a corollary of the previous section, using the factoriza-
tions given above. In particular, the factorizations used give monodromies that can
be written as a product of positive Dehn twists. The uniqueness We will use the
following relations in the braid group.
Proposition 5.0.4. The following relations hold in the mapping class group of a
bounded surface
1. The chain relations ([34]). Achainof curves on a orientable surface is a
collection of smoothly embedded curves{γi}ni=1 such that eachγi intersects
only the curvesγi−1 andγi+1 and only transversely and at a single point (set
γ0 = γn+1 = ∅). Then an interval neighborhood of∪γi is a compact surface
Σ. If n is even,Σ has a single boundary component. Letδ be a positive Dehn
twist about∂Σ andDi a positive Dehn twist aboutγi. Then the following
holds in the mapping class group ofΣ:
δ = (D1D2 · · ·Dn)
(2n+2).
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If n is odd,Σ has a two boundary components. Letδ be a positive Dehn
multitwist about∂Σ andDi a positive Dehn twist aboutγi. Then the following
holds in the mapping class group ofΣ:
δ = (D1D2 · · ·Dn)
(n+1).
2. We want to point out that the word(D1D2)6 on the punctured torus is braid
equivalent to both(D1D2D1)4 and(D31D2)
3, giving two additional (equiva-
lent) relations on the punctured torus.
3. The star relation [10] (c.f proof of Corollary 1). LetΣ be the three-punctured
torus andαi, i = 1, 2, 3 andβ be the curves onΣ as given by Figure 5.1. Let
δ be the positive Dehn multitwist about∂Σ, Di the Dehn twist aboutαi and
Dβ that aboutβ. The following holds in the mapping class group ofΣ:
δ = (D1D2D3Dβ)
3
Recalling the factorizations of Section 4.5, we construct asm ny positive
open books as we can. First some conventions. As before, to any wordw ∈ Word
we can associate an open book decomposition of the torus bundle TΨ(w). The page
will be a punctured torus, denotedΣ and the monodromy will be denoted byφ. φ
will always have a presentation in Dehn twists given by the word w. Beginning
with the first letter ofw, label the meridian curves corresponding to ana± in w by
αi. The longitude of the torus will be denoted byβ. Again beginning with the first
letter, denote the boundary components ofΣ by δi. We will useDi to denote the









Figure 5.1: Curves on the 3-punctured torus used to present ths ar relation.
curves parallel to the boundary componentsδi. We will useδ to mean the total Dehn
multitwist about all components of the boundary of the page.
Example. Using the open book decomposition ofT 3 given by(a3b)−3 we
label the three meridian curvesαi, i = 1, 2, 3. The longitude isβ and the three
boundary circles areδi, i = 1, 2, 3 as shown in Figure 5.1 for the star relation.
1. Elliptic: |Tr(A)| < 2
(a) A = −S = a−1b−1a−1. In this case,TA admits a Stein filling. Take the
open book given bya−1b−1a−1. The page is a punctured torus, and the
monodromy is given byφ = δD−21 . We use the chain relation on the
punctured torus,δ = (D21Dβ)
4. Thenφ = Dβ(D21Dβ)
3, which gives a
positive monodromy.
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(b) A = S = (a−1b−1a−1)3. TA admits a Stein filling. Take the open book




2 . Using the star relationδ =
(D1D2D3Dβ)
3, we can writeφ = (D1D2D3)−1Dβ(D1D2D3)DβD1D2D3Dβ.
Since this is a product of conjugates of positive Dehn twists, t i a pos-
itive monodromy.
(c) A = −T−1S = a−2b−1a−1. TA admits a Stein filling. Take the open




can writeφ = Dβ(D31Dβ)
2.
(d) A = −(T−1S)2 = a−1b−1. TA admits a Stein filling. Take the open
booka−1b−1 with φ = δD−11 . Use the chain relation getφ = Dβ(D1Dβ)
5.
(e) A = T−1S = (ba)−5 = a−2b−1a−3b−1a−2b−1. TA admits a Stein filling.





which is again a product of positive Dehn twists.
(f) A = T 2−1S = (ba)−4. TA admits a Stein filling. The open book corre-







can be written with a positive monodromy using a version of the star
relation for the 4- (or more) punctured torus found by Korkmaz and
Ozbagci in [24]. For ease, though, we apply the braid relation and





Appealing again to the star relation (or adding positive twis s to the pre-
vious example) yields a positive word representingφ.
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2. Hyperbolic:|Tr(A)| > 2




1a · · · br
′
ka with r′i =≤ 0 andr
′
0 < 0. TA admits a Stein fill-












1a · · · br
′
ka with r′i = ri + 2 ≤ 0 andr
′
0 < 0. In this
case, it is not clear whenTA admits a Stein filling. It is not likely that
all these examples are Stein fillable (c.f. Example 2 of Section 4.7, the
circle bundles over the Klein bottle with negative Euler number). How-
ever, if there are sufficiently manyas in the word, we can repeatedly use
the lantern relation to ‘collect’ the boundaries (in anywhere from 1 to 9
groups) and then apply the one of the chain or generalized star relations
(of [24]) to realize the monodromy as positive. As an example, take
the wordw = (aba)−2b−2a3b−2a2b−2a5 ∼= (aba)−2a2b−2a3b−2a2b−2a3.
Look at a segmentab−2a. On this region, the page is a 4-punctured
sphere and the monodromy isφ = δ. Applying the lantern relation, we
get a new presentationφ = αβγ (c.f. Section 4.4) whereγ separates a
pair of pants containing the two binding circles. Thinking of γ as a new
boundary component of the page, we continue ‘collecting’ the bound-








′ is positive. We can use the 4-star rela-
tion of [24] on the 4-punctured torus :δ = ((D1D3Dβ)(D2D4Dβ))2 to
eliminate theD−21 and writeφ as a positive word.
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3. Parabolic:|Tr(A)| = 2. A = ±T n, n ∈ Z. Cases:
(a) A = T n, n > 0. We choose the wordA = (a3b)−3an. As mentioned
previously, these examples are given by Legendrian surgeryonT 3 and
so are Stein fillable.
(b) A = Id. This isT 3. The factorizationA = (aba)−4 ∼= (a3b)−1 gives
ξ0, the unique Stein fillable contact structure onT 3, which was shown
in the proof of Corollary 1 in Section 4.4. We recall the proof used only
the star relation.
(c) A = T n, n < 0. Choose the factorization (of the conjugate)A = bn,
which is explicitly positive and so is Stein fillable.
(d) A = −T n, n ∈ Z. The appropriate factorizations here areA =
(aba)−2an. Whenn ≥ 0 we can use the chain relation on the twice
punctured torus to realizeφ as positive. When < 0 though, the sit-
uation becomes much more interesting. Forn = −1,−2,−3 one can
(with a little effort) find a positive presentation forφ. Whenn < −5,
though, Example 2 of Section 4.7 gives an argument whyφ doesn’t ad-
mit a positive presentation. This is very strong evidence that a contact
structure compatible withw cannot be Stein fillable (though a proof
does not yet exist). (Note: there is another likely candidate for the Stein
fillable contact structure(s) onTA, though construction of a compatible
open book is not possible using the techniques of this paper.)
We’d also like to point out that the factorizations above canalso apply to
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the minimally twisting but virtually overtwisted contact structures. The continued
fraction blocks constructed in Section 4.6 have positive monodromies. This is gives
us a mostly complete proof of the following theorem.




1a · · · br
′
ka with r′i =≤ 0 and




Universally Tight Contact Structures on S1-bundles.
6.1 A Branched Cover Construction ofT 2 ×D2
A reader might notice that much of the detail above hinges on an under-
standing of the open book decomposition for(T 3, ξ0). This was indeed the first
example found, though the techniques were very different from the preceding ma-
terial. Since it is of independent interest, we will discussthe construction here.
Recall from the discussion from Chapter 5 that every Stein surface can be realized
as a branched cover ofB4 along a positive, braided surface (which Rudolph has
shown to be analytic). The boundaries of such surfaces are quasipositive braids
and the branched cover on the 4-ball restricts to a branched cover on the boundary
S3. There is a Stein structure onT 2 × D2, given as a tubular neighborhood of the
Clifford torus inC2. This has a natural Stein or symplectic product decomposition
into two annuli factors,A × A. Now, this has an easy description as aZ/2 × Z/2
branched cover overB2 ×B2 given by branching each factor along a pair of points.
(That is, branchB2 × B2 along a pair of fibersB2 × {p1, p2} to getB2 × A, and
then branch over a pair of annuli{q1, q2} × A to getA × A.) This is a 4-fold cover
with immersed branch locusB given by the union of a pair of vertical fibers and a
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pair of horizontal fibers,
B2 × {p1, p2} ∪ {q1, q2} ×B
2.
The boundary of the branch locusB is a 4-component linkL given by taking
the positive Hopf link and pushing off an unlinked copy as in Figure 6.1. This link
lies nongenerically on the boundary trivial open book decomp sition ofS3 (this
has binding the unknot, thought of as the braid axis; the pages r disks); two
components are transverse to the pages of the open book decomposition but two
components lie on (distinct) pages. One can branch an open book decomposition
along any link transverse to the fibers so we would like to perturbL to be transverse
to the open book, i.e. a braid. There is an action by an arc of elem nts inSU(2)
(beginning at the identity) that perturbsB so it is nongeneric with respect to the
product decomposition onC2. This arc takes the components ofL that lie on a
page to the(1, 1)-cable of the transverse components. This puts the link intobraid
position and hence transverse to the open book and is shown inFigure 6.1. One
convenience here is that the braidL is a pure braid (each strand connects back to
itself) and so we can describe the braid in terms of Dehn twists in the mapping
class group of the disk with 4 marked points, as in Figure6.2. We then follow the
branching description to determine what the page and monodrmy of the cover are.
We branch over a single pair of marked points first. Each Dehn twist lifts to
a pair of Dehn twists in the cover. Then monodromy on the annulus (now with 6
marked points) is given in Figure 6.3. The base locus in the cov r is shown (in red).

















Figure 6.3: The monodromy and marked points on the annulus after the first 2-fold
cover.
two in the cover. The page becomes a 4-punctured torus. The monodr my is shown
in Figure 6.4. This open book decomposition corresponds to the word(aba)−4,
which can be shown to have a positive monodromy. Looking moreclosely, one
can see that the Stein filling (that is, the PALF) corresponding to this positive word
is actuallyT 2 × D2. Indeed, using the relations on the punctured torus given in
[24], one can find positive presentations of the monodromiescorresponding to all
the words which are braid equivalent to(aba)−4 and do not contain the lettera,
only a−1. Since each of these relations actually describes a Lefschetz pencil on
CP 2, it is a reasonable conjecture that all of the positive presentations for these
nice open books ofT 3 actually describe a Clifford torus inCP 2 sitting nicely as a
sub-fibration of the Lefschetz pencil.
This procedure can be generalized in many directions. The easiest is to
increase the number of vertical or horizontal fibers in the base locusB. This results
in similar open book decompositions on the boundaries of theS ein surfacesΣ×Σ′,














Figure 6.4: The final monodromy on the 4-punctured torus after th second 2-fold
cover.
6.2 S1-bundles
Once we’ve seen a few examples of open books created by branched cov-
ers, it becomes very easy to construct all of theS1-invariant contact structures on
circle bundles over any higher genus surface. We’ll begin with a few examples and
proceed to the general construction. The first example comesfrom the easy gener-
alization of the construction ofT 2 ×D2. Branch over2 × 2n fibers to arrive at the
diagram ofob onS1 ×Σ in Figure 6.5, which can be isotoped to that of Figure 6.6.
(Note: one can still follow the construction with an odd number of fibers, but the
diagrams are less convenient, and since they aren’t necessary we avoid presenting
them.) Across each of the central necks, we see an(aba)−2 diagram, which we
know to be aT 2 × I segment where the pages and contact planes rotate byπ to flip


















Figure 6.5: An open book decomposition ofS1 × Σ as the contact boundary of
A × F .
description to build the open book in pieces. LetFi be a twice punctured genusn
surface,i = 1, 2. Take the trivial fibrationsFi × S1 and glue together along two
T 2 × I segmentsI1 andI2 given by(aba)−2. As oriented fibrations though, theS1
direction of the total space and of the open book onF2 × S1 (say) do not agree.
However, we can still build a contact structure compatible with ob that is invariant
in theS1 direction.
More generally, we can build open book decompositions compatible with all
of the contact structures given by Honda (Theorem 2.11 part 3of [22]) in his clas-






Figure 6.6: An easier visualization of the open book decomposition ofS1 × Σ.
by a dividing setΓ on Σ and all areS1-invariant. LetM be a circle bundle over a
surfaceΣ. In the classification, one defines a projection functionπ : (M, ξ) → D
that takesξ to the dividing set of a minimal ‘pseudo-section’ ofM . One cutsM
along a convex torusT tangent to theS1 fibers and with vertical dividing curves and
looks at the dividing set of a minimal convex section ofM ′ = M\T = S1 × Σ′,
whereΣ′ is Σ cut along a non-separating curve. To build and open book decom-
position compatible with such an example, we begin with any possible dividing set
on Σ (without homotopically trivial components), build the compatible open book
for S1 × Σ and describe how it needs to be altered to arise at an open bookfor a
non-trivial circle bundle.
Theorem 6.2.1.LetΓ be a dividing set onΣ without homotopically trivial compo-
nents. Letξ be the associated universally tight contact structure onS1 × Σ (with
tS1 = 0). Then an open bookob carryingξ can be described as follows. Begin with
Σ as the page. For every componentγ ⊂ Γ, replace an interval neighborhood of
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Figure 6.7: A dividing set onΣ and its corresponding open book decomposition.
γ ⊂ Σ with the open book segment(aba)−2.
An example is given in Figure 6.7.
Proof. Notice first that if we swap the positive and negative regions, the contact
structures are isomorphic (simultaneously change the orientations onS1 andΣ) and
so the abstract open book doesn’t notice which region is which. The construction
begins as above, first by finding an embedding intoS1×Σ. We then show there is a
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compatibleS1-invariant contact structure that realizesp×Σ as convex with dividing
setΓ. The first part of this we discussed already. Denote the components ofΣ\Γ by
Fi, i = 1, . . .m and the components ofΓ by γj, j = 1, . . . n. Build the open book
by taking the trivial fibrationsFi × S1 attaching byT 2 × I segments with relative
open book decompositions(aba)−2. We build the compatible contact structure the
same way, making sure each piece isS1-invariant and ensuring theS1 factors glue
together nicely. On eachFi, construct a contact structure following the model in the
Thurston-Winkelnkemper construction. Since the monodromy is trivial, the contact
structure isS1-invariant and the boundary is a union of prelagrangian toriwhere the
foliation on each by the contact planes can be made arbitrarily close to the pages.
That is to say, the contact planes begin rotating just past the angle of the pages.
On eachIj segment, we take the contact form given byα = sin(t)dx + cos(t)dy
in coordinates(x, y, t) on T 2,×[0, π]. The fibers ofS1 × Σ intersectIj along the
annuliy = const. and agree with the pages near the boundary ofIj and everything
is invariant in they direction. In order to glue, we extend our interval to[−ǫ, π+ ǫ],
and then rescaleα in thet direction near the boundaries, ensuring the contact planes
glue smoothly to those on theFi. This doesn’t change they-invariance and since
the gluing matches up theS1 andy directions (sometimes switching orientations),
the resulting contact structure isS1-invariant and hence universally tight. Further,
using theS1 factor as a contact vector field, any fiberp×Σ is convex with dividing
setΓ (further this dividing set is minimal among all convex surfaces isotopic to a
fiber). We may also use this to guarantee compatibility (or Prposition 3.0.6, since
we could just have easily have matched theS1 direction to the Reeb field forα,
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giving a contact vector field onM which is positively transverse to every page of
the open book and to the contact planes, ensuring the existence of a contact form
that restricts to a primitive form on each of the pages.
We may modify this picture slightly and construct open booksfor the non-
trivial circle bundles. When the Euler class is negative, we can achieve this by sprin-
kling b−1 segments aroundS1 × Fi portions of the open book forS1 × Σ. Further,
the contact structure is independent of how these are distributed as the open books
are all stably equivalent. To see this, isotope the diagram so a puncture is adjacent
to anIj, giving an(aba)−2b−1 region, which is braid equivalent tob−1(aba)−2.
For e(M) > 0, we perform Legendrian surgery on the contact structure on
S1 × Σ corresponding to the same dividing setΓ. Along eachIj there is aT 2 of
vertical Legendrian curves (lying on the page of(aba)−2) with twisting number 0.
Legendrian surgery inserts aninto the middle of this word and is smooth(−1)-
surgery, giving a circle bundle with positive Euler number.Again, one can show
the contact structure is independent of the choices by showing the open books are
stably equivalent. To push ana from oneI segment to another, connect the two
regions with a one handle and canceling Dehn twist along a curve c that intersects
each ’middle’ region exactly once. Using a sequence of braidrelations, we can
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